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We determined the gas-phase acidities (�Hacid) of four deoxyribonucleosides, i.e., 2=-
deoxyadenosine (dA), 2=-deoxyguanosine (dG), 2=-deoxycytidine (dC), and 2=-deoxythymidine (dT) by
applying the extended kinetic method. The negatively charged proton-bound hetero-dimeric
anions, [A � H � B]� of the deoxyribonucleosides (A) and reference compounds (B) were
generated under electrospray ionization conditions. Collision-induced dissociation spectra of
[A � H � B]� were recorded at four different collision energies using a triple quadrupole mass
spectrometer. The abundance ratios of the individual monomeric product ions were used to
determine the �Hacid of the deoxyribonucleosides. The obtained �Hacid value follows the order
dA � dC � dT � dG. The �Gacid (298 K) values were determined by using �Gacid � �Hacid
-T�Sacid where the �Hacid and �Sacid values were determined directly from the kinetic method
plots. The �Hacid values were also predicted for the deoxyribonucleosides at the B3LYP/6-
311�G**//B3LYP/6-311G** level of theory. The acidity trend obtained from the computa-
tional investigation shows good agreement with that obtained experimentally by the extended
kinetic method. Theoretical calculations provided the most preferred deprotonation site as
C5=-OH from sugar moiety in case of dA, and as �NH2 (dC and dG) or �NH- (dT) from
nitrogenous base moiety in the case of other deoxyribonucleosides. (J Am Soc Mass Spectrom
2010, 21, 136–143) © 2010 American Society for Mass Spectrometry
Deoxyribonucleosides are fundamental building
blocks of DNA and play a major role in thera-
peutic applications as antiviral agents [1]. The

determination of thermochemical properties of these
molecules in the gas phase could be of importance for
biological reasons because biological environment can
be relatively nonpolar in nature. Moreover, the gas-
phase studies explore the reactivity of molecules and
ions without solvent effects. To date, mass spectral
studies have been focused towards analysis and struc-
tural characterization of deoxyribonucleosides [2–10].
While thermochemical properties of individual nucleo-
bases have been well studied experimentally in the gas
phase, the studies on nucleosides are limited [11–16].

Xia et al. [11] performed extensive calculations
on proton affinities (PAs) of nucleosides by the
density functional approach. The PA of the four
deoxyribonucleosides, i.e., 2=-deoxyadenosine (dA),
2=-deoxyguanosine (dG), 2=-deoxycytidine (dC), and
2=-deoxythymidine (dT) were reported to be in the
order of dG � dC � dA � dT, and this order
is similar to the PA order of the free bases (G � C �
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A � T). They concluded the protonation features of
deoxyribonucleosides were less changed compared
with the corresponding free bases. Donna et al. [12]
determined the PA of dA and demonstrated the
effective use of the kinetic method for the thermo-
chemical measurement of multifunctional molecules
like nucleosides and nucleobases. Besides the wide
array of proton affinity studies on deoxyribonucleo-
sides [13–16], there have been no experimental or
theoretical reports on the gas-phase acidities (�Hacid)
of deoxyribonucleosides. In this study, we report the
first determination of �Hacid of dA, dG, dC, and dT
through application of the extended kinetic method.
We have also calculated the �Hacid values of the
deoxyribonucleosides by applying theoretical calcu-
lations to investigate the influence of glycosyl group
on the �Hacid of deoxyribonucleosides.

Computational

All calculations were carried out using the Gaussian
03w software [17]. Most stable structures of deoxyribo-
nucleosides were taken from the earlier reports [18].
Geometrical optimizations and the vibrational frequen-
cies of the neutral and deprotonated forms of all de-

oxyribonucleosides were carried out with B3LYP
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method using 6-311G(d,p) basis set. Total electronic
energies were obtained by single point calculations at
the higher basis set 6-311�G(d,p). The zero-point vibra-
tional energies and thermal corrections from the fre-
quency analysis at the B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level were
considered to provide enthalpies at 298.15 K.

The gas-phase acidities were calculated using the
following equation by directly taking enthalpy of pro-

ton as
5

2
RT [19]

HA ¡ H� � A� (1)

�acidH298
0 � H298

0 (A�) � H298
0 (AH) �

5

2
RT (2)

Experimental

Materials

All the chemicals were procured from Aldrich (Stein-
heim, Germany) and were used without further purifi-
cation. Stock (1 mM) solutions of the deoxyribonucleo-
sides and the references (listed in Table 1) were
prepared in basic (1% NH4OH) methanol:water solu-
tion (50:50, vol:vol). The stock solutions of the deoxyri-
bonucleosides and the references were mixed in appro-
priate volumes and diluted with methanol to achieve a
final concentration of 50 �M each. Sample solutions
were introduced into the source of the mass spectrom-
eter by using inbuilt syringe pump at a flow rate of 5
�L/min.

Mass Spectrometry

Experiments were performed using a Quattro micro LC
triple-quadrupole mass spectrometer (Waters, Manches-
ter, UK) interfaced to an ESI source; data acquisition was

Table 1. Reference compounds used and their �G, �H and �S v

Analyte Reference

2=-Deoxy-guanosine 3-Nitro-benzoic acid
4-Hydroxy-benzaldehyde
3-Nitrophenol
4-Hydroxy-acetophenone

2=-Deoxy-thymidine 3-Hydroxy-benzoic acid
Benzoic acid
4-methyl-benzoic acid
3-Amino-benzoic acid

2=-Deoxy-cytidine 3-Amino-benzoic acid
3-Hydroxy-acetophenone
4-Chloro-phenol
2-tert-Butyl-phenol

2=-Deoxy-adenosine 2-tert-Butyl-phenol
Resorcinol
3-Cresol
Hydroquinone
a�G and �H obtained from the NIST Chemistry Web book [27] and �S calcu
done under the control of MassLynx software (version
4.1). Typical settings were capillary voltage �2.5 to �3
kV, cone voltage 10–15 V, source temperature 100 °C,
desolvation temperature 100 °C. Nitrogen was used as
desolvation and nebulization gas. The CID spectra were
obtained by selecting the proton-bound hetero-dimeric
anions with the first quadrupole (MS1), fragmenting
them in the collision cell at four different collision
energies (5, 8, 10, and 12 eV) in the laboratory frame,
and recording the resulted fragment ions by scanning
the second quadrupole (MS2). Argon was used as the
collision gas at a pressure of 5.0 � 10�4 mbar. Under the
experimental conditions the number of collisions with
the target may be 3–10 [20].

The Kinetic Method

The kinetic method developed by Cooks and coworkers
[21, 22] is widely applied in gas-phase thermochemical
measurements. In this method, proton-bound het-
erodimeric anions between molecule of interest (A) and
a set of reference acids (B) are generated. These ions are
subjected to collision induced dissociation (CID), which
results into individual monomeric anions through com-
petitive dissociations (eq 3).

[A] � [B � H]�¢
k2

[A � H � B]�¡
k1

[A � H]� � [B] (3)

The abundance ratio [A � H]�/[B � H]� reflects the
rate constant ratio k1/k2,where k1 and k2 are the rate
constants for the competitive dissociations of the
dimeric anion to produce [A � H]� and [B � H]�,
respectively. The ratio of rate constants can be derived
using unimolecular reaction theory (eq 4) [21, 22].

ln [A � H� ⁄ B � H�] � �(�S) ⁄ R � �Hacid(A) ⁄ RTeff

��Hacid(B) ⁄ RTeff (4)

sa

�G (kJ/mol) �H (kJ/mol) �S (J/mol)

1347 � 8.4 1377 � 8.8 100.6
1364 � 8.4 1393 � 8.8 97.3
1370 � 8.4 1399 � 8.8 97.3
1375 � 8.4 1404 � 8.8 97.3
1387 � 8.4 1417 � 8.8 100.6
1394 � 8.4 1423 � 9.2 97.3
1396 � 8.4 1425 � 8.8 97.3
1400 � 8.4 1429 � 8.8 97.3
1400 � 8.4 1429 � 8.8 97.3
1404 � 8.4 1433 � 8.8 97.3
1407 � 8.4 1436 � 8.8 97.3
1415 � 8.4 1447 � 9.2 107.3
1415 � 8.4 1447 � 9.2 107.3
1422 � 8.4 1451 � 8.8 97.3
1434 � 8.4 1463 � 8.8 97.3
1436 � 8.4 1466 � 8.8 100.6
alue
lated from the equation �G � �H-T�S at 298K.
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With the first assumption that no reverse energy barrier
exists for the two dissociation pathways (eq 3), and
equal detection efficiencies for the two ions, the ratio
[A � H�/B � H�] is equal to the rate constant ratio (k1

/k2). With the second assumption that both analyte and
the reference bases are structurally similar and � (�S) �
0, the eq 4 can be rewritten as eq 5.

ln (A � H� ⁄ B � H�)

� �Hacid(A) ⁄ RTeff��Hacid(B) ⁄ RTeff (5)

This simple form of the kinetic method is applicable to
most of the compounds assuming (1) the activation
energies for reverse reactions are negligible, and (2i)
entropy changes for the two fragmentation channels are
the same. The first assumption is applied to weakly
bound singly charged cluster ions, while the second
assumption is valid only for the species without inter-
nal hydrogen bonding [21, 22].

If the reference compounds are structurally different
from the analyte of interest, the eq 5 yields errors in the
�Hacid values due to different entropic contributions
between the two dissociation channels. In such cases,
the extended kinetic method is used [23–30], where
experiments are performed at different collision ener-
gies to measure variations in effective temperature Teff.
The plots of ln [A � H�/B � H�] measured at different
collision energy versus the gas-phase acidities of the
reference acids give a set of slopes and intercepts. When
these slopes and intercepts are plotted against each
other, it separates the entropy and enthalpy terms. The
new regression line thus obtained gives �Hacid from
the slope and �(�S) from the intercept in accord with
the relation shown in eq 6. The term in the square
bracket represents an apparent �Gacid/RTeff of the
unknown acid A, where �Gacid defined by eq 7.

ln
k1

k2

���Hacid(A)

RTeff

�
�(�S)

R ��
�Hacid(B)

RTeff

(6)

�Gapp(A) � �Hacid(A) � Teff�(�S) (7)

The term �(�S) represents the difference in the entropy
change for the two dissociation channels of the dimeric
anion. Nevertheless, the new regression lines obtained
from such data show almost perfect correlation coeffi-
cients that may lead to underestimated experimental un-
certainties. To decrease the severity of this problem, Ar-
mentrout [30] suggested plotting ln [A � H�/B � H�]
against [�Hacid(B) � �Hacid(Bavg)], where �Hacid(Bavg) is
the average gas-phase acidity value of all the references
used for the particular measurement (statistical approach).
The slope and intercept of this plot give [1/RTeff] and
{�[�Hacid(A) � �Hacid(B)avg]/RTeff � (�S)/R}, respectively.
The plot of negative of intercepts against corresponding
slopes, give [�Hacid(A) � �Hacid(B)avg] from the slope
and ��(�S)/R from the intercept. This method is used
in cases where reference compounds are structurally

different from the analyte of interest.
Results and Discussion

The structures of the studied deoxyribonucleosides
(dA, dG, dC, and dT) are shown in Scheme 1. CID
experiments were carried out on [M � H � X]�, where
(X� � Br�, I�, F�, Cl�, CH3COO�, CF3COO�, HCOO�)
to evaluate the approximate �Hacid values and the
relative acidities of the deoxyribonucleosides. When
X � F� and CH3COO�, the spectra showed only [M �
H]� ions and this suggests higher �Hacid values for the
anions than that for the deoxyribonucleosides. In the
case of Br�, I�, and CF3COO�, the spectra exclusively
yielded X� ion confirming lesser �Hacid for these anions
than that for the deoxyribonucleosides. In the case of
Cl� and HCOO�, the spectra showed both X� and [M �
H]� anions, and this shows that the �Hacid values of the
deoxyribonucleosides studied are closer to that of Cl�

(�H � 1395 kJ/mol) and HCOO� anion (�H � 1444
kJ/mol) [31]. The CID spectra obtained with HCOO�

(Figure 1) provides the relative acidity order for the
deoxyribonucleosides as dA � dC � dT � dG.

With a view to determining the �Hacid values of
deoxyribonucleosides (A) by applying the kinetic
method, derivatives of aromatic compounds (mostly
benzoic acid and phenol derivatives) were selected as
the references (B). Four references were used for each
deoxyribonucleoside, and their �Gacid, �Sacid, and
�Hacid values are listed in Table 1 [32]. The CID spectra
of the proton-bound hetero-dimeric anions [A � H �
B]� were recorded at four collision energies: 5, 8, 10,
and 12 eV. The spectra exclusively yielded two individ-
ual monomeric anions, [A � H]� and [B � H]� and ion
abundances of these ions were used for the kinetic
method process.

At first, the simple kinetic method was applied as
described above (eq 5); ln [A � H]�/[B � H]� values
were plotted against the �Gacid values of the reference
compounds at 298 K. These plots resulted in a straight
line with a slope 1/RTeff and intercept ��Gacid/RTeff.
The �Gacid values of deoxyribonucleosides were calcu-

Scheme 1. Structures of deoxyribonucleosides with each atom

numbered typically for purine and pyrimidine.
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lated from the slopes and intercepts (data presented in
Table S1 of Supplementary Material, which can be
found in the electronic version of this article). Among
the deoxyribonucleosides, dA has the highest �Gacid

and dG the lowest. However, it was noticed that upon
collision energy increase there was a small but signifi-
cant change in the �Gacid values ranging from 1 to 3
kJ/mol (shown in Table S1 of Supplementary Material ),
which could be due to the entropy effects. Thus, we
applied the extended kinetic method suggested by
Armentrout [30] to determine enthalpy differences.

The plots of ln {[A � H�]/[B � H�]} obtained at each
specific collision energy against [�Hacid(B) � �Hacid(Bavg)]
gave a straight line with slope [1/RTeff] and intercept
{�[�Gapp(A) � �Hacid(B)avg]/RTeff}. Such plots were at-
tained at the four different collision energies; typical plots of
dG are shown in Figure 2 (the plots of dA, dC, and dT
are shown in Supplementary Material). Using the re-
sultant slopes and intercepts, Teff and �Gacid

app values

Figure 1. CID spectra of proton bound depro
constant collision activation conditions.

Figure 2. Plots of the measured product ion abundance ratio,
ln (A � H�/B � H�) for 2=-deoxyguanosine versus �Hacid �
�H (kJ/mol) of reference compounds at 5, 8, 10, and 12
acid avg

eV collision energy.
were obtained as tabulated in Table 2. To obtain the
entropy term, the negatives of intercept obtained at
different collision energies were plotted against the
corresponding slopes (the plot of dG shown in Figure
3 as an example, and plots of dA, dC, and dT are
shown in Supplementary Material). From this plot,
the value of [�Hacid(A) � �Hacid(B)avg] and [�
�(�Sacid)/R] were then extracted from the slope and
the intercept, respectively.

The �Gacid
app and Teff values increased as a function

of collision energy (Table 2), signifying increased en-
ergy deposition with an increase in the collision energy.
The �Sacid value of the analyte was calculated from the
average value of �Sacid for the reference compounds at
298 K and the �(�Sacid) value obtained from the intercept
of the plot (Table 2). These �Sacid values were used to
calculate the �Gacid of the deoxyribonucleosides at 298 K,
and are summarized in Table 2. The order of �Hacid values
of deoxyribonucleosides determined from the extended
kinetic method is found to be similar to the order of �Gacid

values, mainly because of closer entropic contributions
(Table 2) of deoxyribonucleosides.

The determined �Hacid values of the deoxyribo-
nucleosides are in the order of dA � dC � dT � dG.
Though the deoxyribonucleosides dA and dG come
under the purine base containing deoxyribonucleo-
sides, a large difference exists between their �Hacid

values. The measured �Hacid values for dA and dG are
in good agreement with their known solution phase
acidity constant values in the literature. The deoxyribo-
nucleosides dA and dG were well studied in the solu-
tion phase because of their self-association properties
(stacking interactions) [33–35]. The acidity constant
values obtained for dG and dA from potentiometric pH

ed deoxyribonucleosides and formate anion at
tonat
titrations in dilute aqueous solutions [35] were 2.30 and
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3.74 (25 °C; I � 0.1M, NaNO3), respectively. Higher the
acidity constant value lower will be the acidity, and
thus dG is more acidic than dA in aqueous solutions,
and this correlates with the gas-phase results in the
present study. The large difference in the measured
�Hacid values of dA and dG could be due to structural
differences in the nucleobases (adenine and guanine),
because in both cases the bases are linked to the same
sugar moiety at N-9 of the nucleobase through the
glycosidic bond. The adenine and guanine have similar
core structures but from the chemical point of view,
these two bases differ significantly. Adenine has the
primary amine group at C-6, whereas the guanine, in
addition to the primary amine group at C-2, has an
extra acidic proton at the N-1 that is in conjugation with
the keto-group at C-6. These addition structural fea-
tures in dG might be responsible for its least �Hacid

value among the studied deoxyribonucleosides. Fur-
ther, theoretical calculations were carried out for better
understanding the experimentally obtained �Hacid or-
der for deoxyribonucleosides.

Computational Results

Density functional theory (DFT) methods were used to
study the �Hacid values of the deoxyribonucleosides.
Topol et al. [36] calculated the �Hacid values of glycine

Figure 3. Plot of {(�Gapp(dG)��Hacid avg)/RTeff} versus 1/ RTeff

used for 2=-deoxyguanosine to determine �H from the slope

Table 2. The �H, �S, and �G values for deoxyribonucleosides o

Comp.

�Gapp (kJ/mol)

5 eV 8 eV 10 eV

dG 1387.4 � 0.1 1388 � 0.1 1388.6 � 0.1
[465] [477] [489]

dA 1462 � 0.1 1464.3 � 0.1 1466 � 0.1
[662] [702] [746]

dC 1455.8 � 0.2 1457.2 � 0.1 1458.3 � 0.0.1
[530.5] [545] [571]

dT 1428.6 � 0.0.7 1430.4 � 0.1.0 1431.4 � 0.0.9
[563] [594] [611]

*The value in the [ ] indicates Teff values in K. � Standard deviation fro
95% confidence limit.
acid

and ��Sacid from the intercept.
and alanine using a variety of high-level theoretical
methods. There was a good agreement of high level
calculations results with the measured values; thus,
they concluded the DFT methods represent the best
tools for obtaining �Hacid values for medium to large
sized molecular systems. Ground state geometries for
the studied deoxyribonucleosides were taken from the
earlier study [18], in which C3=-endo/anticonformer for
dC and C2=-endo/anti for the remaining deoxyribo-
nucleosides were considered. The reoptimized geome-
tries of the molecules obtained at the B3LYP/6-311G**
level of theory were in good agreement with the earlier
reported data [18]. Single point energy calculations at
B3LYP/6-311�G** were then performed at the B3LYP/
6-311G** geometries to obtain the final total electronic
energies. The total electronic energies at the B3LYP/6-
311�G** geometries were converted to enthalpies at 298
K using unscaled vibrational frequencies at the B3LYP/
6-311G** geometries. The calculated values of electronic
energies, thermal corrections, and enthalpies at 298 K are
given in Table 3. Optimized geometries of the lowest-
energy neutrals and most stable deprotonated forms of
deoxyribonucleosides are provided in Figure 4.

In the case of deoxyribonucleosides, the most acidic
site of the free bases was substituted with sugar moiety.
Therefore, the most acidic site in the deoxyribonucleo-
sides can be presumed to be the second most acidic
proton of the corresponding free nucleobase. Kent-
tamaa et al. [19, 37] calculated the �Hacid values of free
nucleobases at all sites, and the order of �Hacid value for
second most acidic proton was 9H-adenine (N4-Hb) �
keto cytosine (N4-Hb) � thymine (N3-H) � 9H-keto-
guanine(N2-Hb). In the present study, we obtain the
�Hacid of deoxyribonucleosides (at the most acidic site)
in the order of dA (C5=-OH) � dC (C4-N4-Hb) � dT
(N3-H) � dG (C2-N2-Hb). The most acidic site in the
deoxyribonucleosides is indeed the second most
acidic site in the corresponding free nucleobases
(except dA). The acidity order of the deoxyribo-
nucleosides matches that of the free bases (at second
most acidic site); hence introduction of a sugar moi-

ed by the extended kinetic method*

�Hacid (kJ/mol)
�S

(J/mol/k)
�Gacid � �H-
T�S (kJ/mol)12 eV

at 298 K
9.2 � 0.1 1367 � 2.2 (5.4) 53.7 � 3.8 1351 � 1.0 (2.4)
[507]
7.3 � 0.2 1430 � 1.5 (3.7) 52.5 � 2.7 1415 � 0.7 (1.7)
[772]
9.6 � 0.2 1409 � 2.5 (6.0) 47.0 � 4.4 1394.6 � 1.2 (2.9)
[601]
2.8 � 1.0 1399 � 1.7 (4.0) 42.8 � 3.4 1386 � 1.0 (2.4)
[640]

e triplicate data. The value in parentheses ( ) indicates uncertainties at
btain

138

146

145

143
ety to the nucleobase does not change the acidity
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order. Thus, the deprotonation features of deoxyribo-
nucleosides (except dA) are less changed than their
corresponding bases [19, 37].

Table 3. Calculated total electronic energies, zero-point energies
acidities (�Hacid) of deoxyribonucleosides and their deprotonated

Etot
a ZPVEb

dC �816.178221 0.232779
dC-H(C4-N-Hb) �815.607143 0.218857
dC-H(C4-N-Ha) �815.616579 0.219340
dC-H(C3=-OH) �815.602673 0.217722
dC-H(C5=-OH) �815.608141 0.217412
dG �963.837878 0.251063
dG-H(N1-H) �963.290902 0.237545
dG-H (C2-N-Hb) �963.285232 0.237202
dG-H(C2-N-Ha) �963.293299 0.237656
dG-H(C3=-OH) �963.255873 0.235261
dG-H(C5=-OH) �963.263161 0.235692
dT �875.399654 0.249067
dT-H(N3-H) �874.840665 0.234475
dT-H1(C3=-OH) �874.819491 0.233004
dT-H2(C5=-OH) �874.83418 0.233563
dA �888.576763 0.246188
dA-H(C6-N-Hb) �888.002181 0.232526
dA-H(C6-N-Ha) �888.003191 0.232431
dA-H(C3=-OH) �887.993585 0.230578
dA-H(C5=-OH) �888.004825 0.231030

aSingle point energy calculation on at B3LYP/6-311�G(d,p) and optimized ge
bZero point vibrational energy at B3LYP/6-311G(d,p).
cThermal correction at B3LYP/6-311G(d,p).
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Figure 4. Geometries of neutral and most stable deprotonated

forms of all the deoxyribonucleosides studied in this work.
In all nucleosides, with the exception of dA, the most
acidic proton is available on the base moiety (Table 3).
The presence of a keto group on the base moiety
accommodates negative charge and forms a stable de-
localized structure. Such a kind of keto group is absent
in the nucleobase of dA, and loss of a proton from the
NH2 of the nitrogenous base moiety results in a double-
bond character to the C6–N6 bond (1.29 A0). This leads
to loss of resonance in the purine ring, hence deproto-
nation from nucleobase is unfavorable in dA. Between
the two possible deprotonation sites (C3=-O3=-H and
C5=-O5=-H) of the sugar moiety, C5=-O5=-H is the most
favored deprotonation site in dA. The computational
evaluation of �Hacid values of deoxyribonucleosides is
in good agreement with the experimental results within
the deviation ranges 	5 kJ, (Table 4) and found to be in
the order dA � dC � dT � dG. Further information
regarding the optimized structures of the studied dep-
rotonated forms of all nucleosides are provided in the
Supplementary Materials (Figure S7–S10).

rmal corrections, and enthalpies at 298 K and gas phase
s (energies in hartrees)

H°c Ho
298 �Ho

298 (kJ/mol)

0.247760 �815.697681
0.233358 �815.15493 1409
0.233777 �815.16346 1431
0.231819 �815.15313 1436
0.231409 �815.15932 1420
0.267714 �963.31910
0.254791 �962.798566 1373
0.253463 �962.794566 1365
0.253874 �962.801769 1383
0.251727 �962.768885 1451
0.251587 �962.775881 1432
0.265225 �874.885362
0.250416 �874.355773 1398
0.248998 �874.337072 1446
0.248929 �874.351687 1407
0.261900 �888.068675
0.247710 �887.521944 1439
0.247629 �887.523131 1442
0.245914 �887.517092 1454
0.245794 �887.528001 1426

ries at B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) [B3LYP/6-311�G(d,p)//B3LYP/6-311G(d,p)].

Table 4. Experimental and theoretical gas phase acidity
(�Hacid) values (kJ/mol) of studied deoxyribonucleosides*

Deoxyribonucleosides
�H298K

(theoretical)
�H

(experimental)

2=-Deoxyguanosine 1365 1367 � 2.2 (5.4)
2=-Deoxythymidine 1398 1399 � 1.7 (4.0)
2=-Deoxycytidine 1409 1409 � 2.5 (6.0)
2=-Deoxyadenosine 1426 1430 � 1.5 (3.7)
, the
form

omet
*Standard deviation from the triplicate data. The value in parentheses
( ) indicates uncertainties at 95% confidence limit.
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Conclusion

Here we report �Hacid values of four deoxyribonucleo-
sides (dA, dC, dG, and dT) for the first time measured
by the extended kinetic method. Proton-bound hetero-
dimeric anions of deoxyribonucleosides and a suitable
reference acid were generated under negative electros-
pray ionization conditions, and dissociated appropri-
ately in the collision cell. The relative abundances of the
two monomeric product anions were used to measure
the �Hacid values. The experiments performed at differ-
ent collision energy values, and the �Hacid values were
obtained by applying the extended kinetic method. The
�Hacid values were also predicted computationally by
using density functional methods at B3LYP/6-
311�G**//B3LYP/6-311G** level of theory. The calcu-
lations revealed that the deprotonation is preferred
from nitrogenous base, but in the case of dA, it is from
the sugar moiety. The most favored deprotonation sites
are C5=-OH of dA, C4-N4-Hb of dC, N3-H of dT,
C2-N2-Hb of dG. The theoretical �Hacid values are in
good agreement with the acidities obtained from the
experiments by applying the extended kinetic method,
and they are in order of dA � dC � dT � dG.
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